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ABSTRACT 

 

KYLE MATTHEW RAUB. Semiotic Identity and Affective Value of Public Soundscapes: 

Meaning-making, Analysis, and Pragmatics. (Under the direction of DR. 

PEER F. BUNDGÅRD) 

 

 

Soundscapes have been studied with respect to their perceptual similarities to visual 

recognition or representation of a setting or environment.  It is generally understood that 

soundscapes are significant to one’s perception of an environment, ability to spatially orient, 

and contribute considerably to our overall sensory experiences.  However, little is known 

about the meaning that is derived from those soundscapes and how that meaning-making 

affects emotional states and interpersonal communication.  This lack of research attention and 

thus concrete knowledge is partially due to the complexity of the stimuli within the 

environments and the constant state of sometimes unpredictable auditory change that real-

world soundscapes elicit.  Meaning-making devices in any medium are difficult to identify 

with any degree of confidence without a resolute understanding of how one identifies and 

interacts with that medium.  This study was intended to be a foundational investigation into 

those semiotic elements of soundscapes and the affective relevance of acoustic environments.  

Open-air locations (either large interior locations that have continuous access to the exterior 

environment, or open exterior spaces) in public settings were examined due to their dynamic 

nature and greater ambiguity regarding a given patrons affective experience within them.  To 

examine these experiences, high quality surround sound audio recordings were captured at 

three public locations where social activity and interaction was occurring.  Participants were 

divided between two groups (‘on-site’ and ‘recording’) and were asked to answer semantic 

differential and mood map questions about their respective sound environment via a 

touchscreen tablet PC.  This comparison would be a differentiation between a full-sensory 

experience of an environment and an auditory-only experience.  Results of the questionnaire 

responses show that there are significant similarities between the participants who affectively 

rated the actual environment to those who rated the recording of the same environment.  

Aggregated mood map responses also revealed that a majority of participants felt either 

positive or fairly neutral about their respective soundscape experience.  It can be understood 

that participants find a substantial amount of meaning in the soundscape of their 

surroundings as it relates to their overall affective impression of the environment.  While 

these results are quite promising, further research should be conducted in order to test these 

findings against larger populations and a greater number and selection of locales.   From 

there, a more finite examination of meaning-making events can proceed. 

 

 

Keywords: Soundscape, semiotics, cognition, meaning-making, semantic differentials, open-air 

acoustics, acoustic ecologies, dynamic systems
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The inspiration and goal for this thesis rested in the understanding that public locales have a 

potential to improve their acoustic ambiance (or ‘soundscape’) for the purpose of better 

human communication and interaction.  In order to realize this, meaning creation in 

soundscapes must be examined more closely.  Presently, there is a gap in semiotic and 

soundscape research corpora examining the meaning effects that exist in the ambient 

auditory- properties of an environment.  It is the intention of this body of work to review the 

current research relevant to this issue (human perception of dynamic sound environments, 

the semiotics of sound, and soundscape development and analysis), conduct a field study 

based on previous successful research efforts, and discuss the future implications of 

comprehending meaning in soundscapes.  However, first a general account of the disciplines 

and ontologies involved needs to be addressed due to the strong interdisciplinary nature of 

human-soundscape interaction. 

   

The acoustic environments that are dynamically involved in daily life (acoustic ecosystems) 

have a store of semiotic elements that reside in the frequencies, rhythms, intervals, and 

timbres that compose the natural auditory atmosphere.  These environments are made up of 

topographical, architectural, organic, mechanical, and human components.  New insights into 

how individuals identify and relate to soundscapes and how that might change the 

perception of sounds in a public atmosphere are being newly revealed (Aucouturier and 

Defreville, 2009).  In these acoustic ecosystems, interaction with both the environment and 
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those operating within it, creates an acoustic ecology within which one shapes and changes a 

soundscape.  The semiotic elements of these soundscapes affect how one feels, interacts, and 

reacts with and to people and events, and how understanding of social cooperation and 

orientation is shaped.  Human connection to and communication through an environment is 

fundamentally physical, but it is also highly cognitive (Fay et al., 2010).  Through different 

modalities of communication, meaningful emotional content is conveyed and affects 

individuals as well as the environment in which the  communication occurs.  Building a better 

understanding of how soundscapes and the acoustic ecosystem as a whole create meaning for 

people in a social situation and public spaces allows for an eventual recognition of how those 

environments affect interpersonal and intercultural communication, health, and well-being.   

 

Outdoor public spaces share some of the fundamental principles of acoustics as indoor spaces 

and therefore can be similarly managed under those physical laws.  Yet due to the open-air 

(non-enclosed) mechanics of sound propagation and the ambiance that is created from 

generally less restrictive features in outdoor locales, these principles do not accurately 

account for correct modeling and prediction of our reactions to and effects from a given 

soundscape.  In an open-air soundscape, sound waves and their sources are not as controlled 

as they are in enclosed spaces, allowing sound to be generally more dynamic and unexpected 

(Pijanowski et al., 2011).  In interior or closed spaces, architectural acoustics are considered in 

order to manage unwanted noise sources and control the complex web of reverberations.  

This is a closed system where many of the issues arising from sound which negatively affect 
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individuals within the system can be controlled for relatively efficiently.  The case is quite 

different in a more dynamic open-air scenario.  New ways of assessing soundscapes are 

beneficial to a variety of human endeavors such as healthcare, urban design, environmental 

impact, and social cognition and interaction.  By constructing acoustic models, sound maps, 

and cognitive assessment toolkits researchers are better able to analyze the complex and 

dynamic operations that occur in public soundscapes (indoors or out). 

 

Currently, soundwalk or soundscape research is the undertaking of a few academicians 

examining how to map perceptions of complex auditory stimuli.  As well, there are several 

organizations and departments the world over which examine the role of soundscapes in a 

locations’ identity, and how one can generate social appreciation and attention for a locale 

due to the properties of its soundscape.  One of the world’s largest entities in acoustic 

ecological research is the World Forum for Acoustic Ecology (WFAE), an international 

organization that operates via multiple satellite locations on four continents.  Their 

publication, Soundscape, is an assimilation of the research efforts being conducted in those 

locales (namely the USA, Japan, Finland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Australia, and the British 

Isles).  The goal of the WFAE is to promote the interdisciplinary projects that make up 

soundscape research, with the intention of better understanding how societies interact with 

the auditory world.  Their efforts bring not only attention, but contribute to, building a solid 

foundation for how one interprets the effects created by dynamic acoustic environments.  As 

was tested in a research study in Soundscape’s 2010 winter publication, the sonic properties of 
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a public location are significant in defining an urban ambiance (Clark et al., 2010).  Dr. Marry 

Solène and others have investigated the ways in which acoustic environments are 

semiotically measured and affectively perceived through participants’ qualitative and quasi-

statistical evaluations of soundscapes (McGregor et al., 2006; Bruce, Davies, and Cusack, 

2008); including those that are not necessarily auditory in nature (Jeon et al., 2011).  As well, 

research is being conducted to discover how self-orientation occurs in sonic spaces by having 

participants use sound mapping tools (Turner et al., 2003). The goal of this body of work is to 

elaborate on prior research in soundscape perception by comparing real-time experiences 

with auditory-only experiences in order to help indicate how the soundscapes may be helping 

us to make meaning out of our environment. 

 

It is a constant human endeavor to observe the effects of the sound throughout day to day 

life.  Acoustic events are constant and can range from nearly static to highly dynamic.  As in 

music, the sonic components that compose a location’s soundscape are important to building 

and inducing an emotional response from listeners (whether they are attentive or not).  In a 

park, a busy mall, a coffeehouse, a library, an office, or a train station the sounds that one is 

exposed to have individual value and harmonic (combined) value that can alternate in 

importance to one’s perceptual system based upon the state of the sound’s physical properties 

(wavelength, velocity, amplitude) at any given point in time.  For instance, one may be 

reading a book in a coffeehouse, being casually aware of what is happening in that space 

based upon the sounds of an espresso machine, chairs sliding on the floor, a cash register 
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opening and closing, spoons and forks clanking in cups and on saucers, and idle chatter of 

the other people in the shop.  However, should one of the baristas be scalded with hot water 

and drop a mug to the ground, shattering on impact, attention to the background ambience is 

disrupted, causing one to attend to the sudden loud (increased amplitude and velocity) and 

piercing (of faster wavelength) sound of the breaking mug.  Studies around this sudden shift 

in attention are focused on what is known as Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA); what is 

considered to be the matured scientific foundation for soundscape research to cognitive 

scientists, acoustic engineers, and other sound professionals (Coensel, Bockstael, and 

Dekoninck, 2010; Haverkamp, 2010).  ASA has most recently evolved into “auditory stream 

segregation”, where the processing of complex sound events is analyzed via recognizable 

divisions in their physical properties.  This, alongside of mood induction studies (Kreutz et 

al., 2007), soundscape evaluation studies, and research in perception and semiotics (Arning 

and Gordon, 2006; Kiefer et al., 2008; Ahlner and Zlatev, 2010; Maran, 2007) begin to form a 

promising structure to compliment the work of acoustic ecologists.   

 

The focus of what soundscapes are contributing to the semiotic lexicon, conceptual 

frameworks, affective generation, and interpersonal communication presently given little 

attention.  These four concepts are interrelated via a shared principle: they all are products or 

processes of how one makes meaning from interacting with and within a particular acoustic 

ecology.  The crux then becomes how to extract what the soundscapes contribute to our 

meaning-making process and what the meaning-effects are.  In the practice of cognitive 
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science, specifically under the theoretical framework of embodied, situated cognition (Larkin 

et al., 2011; Smith and Semin, 2007; Miyamoto and Wilken, 2010) and dynamic and complex 

adaptive systems, it is understood that no one single component or subsystem of the 

mind/body interplay is uniquely independent, but rather that they are working together in 

constant unity (Beckner et al., 2009; Levin, 1998).  While the effects may highlight the efforts 

of a particular subsystem (auditory, visual, sensorimotor, somatic) all systems are 

interconnected.  It is that highlighted effort of the auditory system upon which this work will 

focus.  Though this paper will follow the theory faithfully that individual components or 

subsystems of any larger system cannot be completely independently responsible for a 

meaning-making effect, through a cross-comparison study of multiple receptions of the same 

soundscape this study will attempt to bring the efforts of auditory systems and their role in 

semiotic development into focus.  A visual representation of a simplified soundscape is 

provided below (Figure 1).  The colored circles represent sound contributors and the human 

figures represent listeners (perceiver).  In real-time, the circles would grow, shrink, and move 

as would the people.  The arrows between the people signify a semiotic information stream, 

which is modulated by sounds that are within earshot.   In this sense, people are generating 

meaning from each sound contributor in the auditory scene and then submitting it to the 

semiotic loop between other meaning generators (people).  Meaning effects then exist in the 

soundscape to be perceived and modulated.  Note that overlapping circles can be the source 

of new sonic events and thus new meanings. 
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Figure 1: An instant in a dynamic soundscape. 

2 SOUNDSCAPES AND SEMIOTICS 

Addressing and recognizing meaning in sonic environments is a complex.  Before semiotic 

relationships between an individual and ambient auditory stimuli can be structured in any 

sort of detail, attention must be given to the case of how one addresses those stimuli and the 

role that consciousness plays in the meaning-making discourse that one maintains with an 

auditory environment.  If individuals responded to the auditory-only elements of an 

environment in an emotionally similar way that they would to the same real-world 

multisensory experience, then a distinction can be made regarding the importance of acoustic 

ecologies in semiotic and emotional development.  

 

2.1    Sensory perception  

 The Delicate Problem 
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In any dynamic environment the sensory systems have a considerable amount of information 

to process.  The brain is constantly perceiving stimuli from one or more of our sensory 

modalities (visual, auditory, olfactory, somatic, and gustatory), processing those stimuli via a 

multitude of neurological and cognitive processes, and categorizing, storing, and recalling 

further relevant information according to what we are perceiving.  Furthermore, one 

frequently communicates with others about how we interpret the stimuli which is perceived, 

out of either want or necessity.  A highly dynamic situation like driving a car on a highway 

calls upon the ability to process surroundings very quickly and then communicate them 

effectively to other drivers in that environment through actions like maintaining a proper 

speed, alerting with a horn beep, braking slowly, signaling, etc.  When this system of 

perception and communication malfunctions, accidents can occur.  As well, when in a 

dynamic acoustic environment where there is a constant multitude of sonic stimuli coming 

and going, the manner of perception and communication with surrounding individuals is in 

part responsible for shaping one’s understanding of that environment and the factors that 

exist within it.  While this may not be necessarily as pivotal as a high-speed driving situation, 

it is very important to human disposition, relationship building, and meaning-making.  

Individuals end up sharing personal understandings of meaning created in an environment 

with others in and beyond that environment, perpetuating an individual definition of a 

meaningful event that has the opportunity to gradually become a social definition. 

 

 Biological Processing of Auditory Physics and Neural Underpinnings 
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Meaning is heightened by increases in attention.  Distribution and utilization of attention in 

an acoustic environment is being researched through a phenomenon known as 'auditory 

streaming'; a neurological investigation into the attendance to and parsing of specific sounds 

in a complex acoustic scene (Carlyon, 2004).   

In order to understand the significance of parsing auditory stimuli one needs to understand 

the fundamental components of sound, namely frequency (wavelength, pitch, tone), 

amplitude (loudness, energy), transience (the onset, duration, and offset of a sound; also 

referred to as the “acoustic envelope”) and timbre (the acoustic fingerprint of a particular 

sound, composed from the way in which the prior properties are arranged and combined). 

Amplitude is the most straight-forward of these properties in that depending on how loud or 

soft a sonic occurrence is, attention given to that sound event can be greatly affected.  This is 

not a linear relationship either; louder does not necessarily mean more attention will be given 

to what caused the sound.  If a given sound is quite soft and not easily discernible, yet is still 

audible enough and is peculiar in some other fashion (i.e. it is not common in a particular 

environment, such as a dog panting in a library), one may draw a significant amount of 

attention to the event, possibly questioning what was just heard.  However, due to being 

generally dependent upon other factors of sound perception such as environmental acoustics 

and the sound source’s frequency, amplitude is usually studied in concurrence with the other 

fundamental properties.  That being said, the relationship between the amplitude and the 

frequency of a particular sound has been shown to be in large part responsible for our ability 

to detect and process that sound effectively.  While the biological system the physical 
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amplitude of sounds with varying frequencies may be the same, tend to be perceived higher 

pitch sounds as being noticeably “louder”.  This effect is a cognitive phenomenon 

represented by what are known as equal-loudness contours or "Fletcher-Munson" curves (see 

below).   

 

Figure 2: Fletcher-Munsen curves demonstrating the psychological attribute of “loudness” across 

different frequencies (Fletcher and Munson, 1937) 

 

The importance of frequency to the understanding of auditory stimuli cannot be stressed 

enough.  The human auditory system is fairly well understood despite its complexity, and the 

basilar membrane (a quasi-rigid, tapered strip of fibers which are housed in the cochlea) is 

responsible for deconstructing an auditory input based on its frequency.  The basilar 

membrane is the point in our hearing system where sound is transduced from a mechanical 
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event to a neurological event via tiny hair cells known as “stereocilia” (literally, stereo 

meaning 'solid' or 'three-dimensionality' and cilia meaning 'eyelashes').  Sounds of different 

frequencies resonate at different locations along the basilar membrane, thus separating the 

frequencies of any given auditory event and passing them on to the auditory pathway and 

eventually the neocortex.  Frequency dissemination is the first manipulation of sound that 

occurs with one’s auditory cognitive system and stands as both a biologically and cognitively 

important property of acoustic information.  Sounds in an environment bear different 

frequencies and amplitudes and depending on how they are attended, they may or may not 

be recognized as meaningful.  For instance, it has been demonstrated that the ability of the 

human central auditory system to adapt to changing frequencies over fluctuating periods of 

time can affect its streaming capabilities (Snyder, Carter, Hannon, and Alain, 2009).  Other 

studies have shown that a phenomenon known as “masking” can make it difficult to 

effectively segregate auditory streams in acoustic surroundings (Yabe et al., 2001; Dupoux, de 

Gardelle, and Kouider, 2008).  Masking occurs when two sounds in the same audible 

environment either partially or totally, share similar or identical frequencies.  This masking 

results in either a canceling and loss of auditory information or the two sounds being made 

ambiguous to a listener.  In a dynamic scene such as a public park, complex sounds with 

moderately different frequencies (a bird tweeting and an airplane flying overhead) would be 

easy for most to differentiate.  However, if the same bird is tweeting while small children are 

yelling at each other as they play, at any instance when both sounds are being perceived their 

frequencies may overlap or “mask” one another, causing a nearby listener to either 
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misinterpret the sounds or not interpret one altogether.  Besides our perception of frequency, 

amplitude, transience, and timbre, spatial orientation and vibrotactile sensations play 

additionally significant parts in the interplay between one’s ability to segregate auditory 

information into streams and interact with sounds in the environment (Coath and Denham, 

2007; Verrillo, 1992).   These elements of localization and haptic recognition of sound cause 

specific auditory events to become more distinguished and help to place those events in a 

three dimensional environment with great accuracy.  In doing so reliance is initially upon our 

perceptual abilities to mentally construct our auditory environment and to begin the process 

of organizing, categorizing, and reacting to what we are hearing.  Presently, researchers are 

putting forward considerable efforts to understand the neural structures relevant to these 

processes of auditory detection and modulation.  Questions in this research revolve around 

what components of the central auditory system (and other connected systems) are 

responsible for helping to analyze a complex auditory scene or environment and what 

components are active in the segregation of auditory streams.  There currently exists a 

dispute over how attention, changes in time between perceived sounds, and related neural 

substrates work together either before or after advanced cognitive processing in the 

neocortex.  Depending upon given empirical evidence for either finding, this would shed 

light onto the organization and forming of perceptual streams (Shamma, Elhilali, and 

Micheyl, 2011).  Müller, Widmann, and Schröger (2005) showed that deviant sounds 

(unexpected tones of differing frequencies) occurring in a situation where auditory streaming 

was active would elicit significant event-related potentials (recorded spikes during an EEG 
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scan) but would not during non-streaming situations.  Their EEG testing indicated that when 

sounds are occurring in close temporal proximity (generally resulting in being segregated 

into separate auditory streams) subjects were more easily distracted (having their attention 

redirected) by other sounds that differ in general frequency.  Sonnadara, Alain, and Trainor 

(2006) demonstrated that when deviant sounds occurred in a spatially-different arrangement 

than a constantly attended complex sound, similar significant responses were elicited, and in 

a fast enough manner that they are understood to occur before the information can be 

processed by the primary auditory cortext (the general auditory workstation of the 

neocortex).  This indicates that certain acoustic events that occur beyond a given spatial 

proximity to a focused acoustic event are processed via a different ‘stream’ or neural pathway.  

It draws attention to the fact that the environment in which a sound occurs can be essential to 

how that sound is processed by the body and brain. 

 

The recovery of lost auditory data during a complex listening environment is also being 

researched as a way to help understand how to better “improve hearing in natural 

environmental settings” (Petkov and Sutter, 2011).  This is known as “auditory perceptual 

restoration” and is an older concept getting a new boost in attention due to recent 

developments within auditory masking research, conceptual cognition, induction studies, 

and both audio manipulation and biometric imaging technology.  A neural underpinning for 

this phenomenon is sought via comparisons of human attempts at restoration to those of 

other animals.  The question is complex though because of the nature of dynamic systems.  As 
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the brain operates dynamically, a single area cannot be solely responsible for the ability to 

restore any auditory input.  The range and flexibility of inputs is so great, that it calls upon 

multiple areas of the brain in order to complete the task of “filling in” missing information 

and making sense of what was heard (and not heard) (Petkov and Sutter, 2011).  This exists as 

one of the many obstacles that must be overcome in order to structurally map the central 

auditory system's functions with goals of improving one’s perceptual abilities in dynamic 

soundscapes. 

 Conceptual Underpinnings 

As well to be considered is the broader matter of attending to an environment and the 

distribution of attention to the sonic elements of that environment.  When comparing the 

efforts of Easterners and Westerners, Masuda, Gonzalez, Kwan, and Nisbett (2008) found 

evidence that the way in which participants attended to visual imagery can even be culturally 

influenced, inciting the concept that there may be differences in comprehensive perceptions 

of aesthetic environments based on how one has been trained to listen and attend by native 

societal constructs (Eerola, 2006; Ungerleider, 2012).  It was found that East Asian participants 

continually chose to address or represent a greater amount of the context of an environment 

while Westerners showed a greater tenacity to the aesthetic subject at hand.  When asked to 

visually depict a landscape scene that was verbally described to them, East Asian participants 

drew a more panoramic view of the landscape utilizing a broad perspective of the suggestive 

scene while the Western participants narrowed their perspective, taking a greater amount of 

paper space to depict the subject of the dictation (in this case, a house) (Masuda et al., 2008).  
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This difference is important, as it looks outside of the processing done by the common neural 

structures that all humans share and highlights the more individualized effect that cognitive 

storage and recall contributes in auditory attention and subsequently, meaning-making.  This 

difference has been witnessed as well in further visual attention and information processing 

studies (Boduroglu, Shah, and Nisbett, 2009).   

 

David Beard (2009) has recently constructed a foundational understanding of ethical listening 

due to how soundscapes that are most common can directly shape subjectivity.  This has to 

potential to impact not only cultural interconnectivity but also an individual’s comprehension 

of, and reaction to, local surroundings.  The ability to attend to acoustic stimuli therefore has 

the potential to be dependent upon preconceived notions about what is being listened to.  

Should one have a greater amount of experience with a particular type of sound, one would 

most likely be able to identify it and not be as easily distracted by it in a dynamic sound 

environment.  As Beard notes, “Before we can parse a theory of ethics in terms of listening, 

we need to account for the ways that our acoustic environment give contour to our sense of 

self” (p. 12, 2009).  People are able to develop a familiarity with certain types of sound 

through mental representations; constructions that act as schemata for the mind to reference 

when receiving perceptual input.  If a conceptual reference for a given perceived sound does 

not exist, one is more prone to attend to it in order to assess its importance, danger, or 

significance (Alain, 2006).  The human ability to attend to features in an acoustic environment 

is neither spontaneous nor purely biological.  There is a distinct factor of experience and 
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referential knowledge at play when one is segregating sounds in a busy auditory setting; one 

which not only assists in the dissemination of sounds, but also creates a foundation for 

building meaningful connections to that which is heard. 

 

2.2    Semiotic developmental processing 

 Communication of Meaning 

The ways in which meaning is created from interaction with the world are varied and 

intricate, but they share a similar framework.  To study this meaning-making framework, 

semiotic research grounded in attention and sensory perception shows that with any 

particular modality, events and stimuli that occur and react with that modality have the 

potential to create meaning.  Here, “meaning” is understood as significant conceptual or 

literal value that is attributed to an object or event which can be communicated between two 

or more individuals via a system of signs (Bundgärd, 2009).  Following the Peircean dictum, a 

sign should be some object that can somehow represent another object to someone (Peirce & 

Hoopes, 1991).  Meaning has the potential to be either “denotative” and/ or “connotative”; that 

is to say, a literal representation of something, as steel-plated armor represents a medieval 

uniform, and/or metaphoric representation of something, as the same armor may symbolize 

bravery, courage, or valor.  With “meaning” and “meaning-making” then being such 

comprehensive concepts, the nature of a stimuli, a stimulus' strength, the context of an event, 

prior experiences, and conceptual and preconceptual disposition can all affect the meaning 

and meaningful weight of a stimuli or event.  Meaning-making instances occur throughout 
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one's day and can be obvious and participatory or subliminal and go nearly unnoticed.  For 

instance, an advertising jingle can elicit a particular emotion, attempting to lead someone to 

purchasing or using a product or service (Arning and Gordon, 2006), emergency visual 

displays can effectively alert some individuals while not “getting through” to others 

(Severtson and Henriques, 2009), creative editing of music and language (lyrics) can be used 

to make an aspect of a TV show more present and potentially meaningful to the viewer 

(Moschini, 2011), and speech acts can be conceptually linked to “sound acts”.  These 

situations all result in improved communication of assertive, directive, expressive, 

commissive, and declarative meaning functions (Searle, 1975; Vannini, Waskul,  Gottschalk, 

and Rambo, 2010).  The latter research on sound acts is one that is particularly allusive to 

soundscape analysis and highlights the communicative effects of meaning-imposed sounds in 

an environment.   

 

Communication is a manner of interaction that allows individuals to convey 

conceptualizations of their own experiences to others.  These conceptualizations bear 

meaning; either a meaning that is inherent or one that is somehow externally situated (Smith 

and Semin, 2007).  They can exist as emotions, realizations, or reactions and are not confined 

by any particular set of rules or universal principles.  For cognitive scientists and 

semioticians, this creates a problem.  When put up for discussion, the origin of meaning is not 

easily representable since meaning is a subjective concept that arises from countless sources.  

It is beyond the intent of this paper to directly defend or reject any particular theories on the 
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origin of meaning-making, but rather to address the occurrence of meaning existing in 

different contexts.  If meaning is represented differently across sensory faculties (sight, sound, 

scent, touch, taste) even when the experienced event is identical (the sights of walking in a 

park, the sounds of walking in a park, the scents of walking in a park, etc…), then the manner 

in which one communicates that meaning may also be sensory-specific.  If the meaning that is 

attributed to the experienced event is fairly homogenous across the senses, then multimodal 

communication may be likewise just as uniform.  However, experiences with the world and 

our communication with others are almost never singularly modal by nature.  For example, 

even when speaking with someone in a focused manner, say to explain an original concept, 

the listener is at least intermittently reading the speakers facial expressions, body movement, 

and addressing the immediate surrounding environment (Parrill and Sweetser, 2004; 

Lascarides and Stone, 2009; Kendall, p. 65, 2010; Niedenthal, Mermillod, Maringer, and Hess, 

2010).  The wealth of possible meaningful information being taken in and reciprocated by the 

two individuals in this heavily dynamic example is quite varied and dense.  The combination 

of this information in meaning-making and meaning interpretation (known as ‘conceptual 

blending’ or integrating a ‘conceptual framework’) is a highly complex process of 

communication and semiotic deconstruction (Fauconnier and Turner, 2003; Steen and Turner, 

2012).  It is therefore more manageable to examine the semiotics of experiences by 

differentiating separate occurrences of meaning-making without isolating them altogether from 

the system in which they occur (e.g. what a soundscape means to individuals operating 

within them and how meaning is conveyed through acoustic atmospheres).   
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As people communicate, they are collaborating in a way to create joint understanding and 

share meaning from a situation or experience (Miranda and Saunders, 2003; Toit, 2003; 

Tamietto, Castelli, Vighetti, Perozzo, Geminiani, & Weiskrantz, 2009; Bade 2012).  The goal 

may be to simply convey information, to participate in creative brainstorming, or group 

decision making.  In any of these events, a series of rules and guidelines like grammar, 

syntax, cadence, embellishment, gestures, etc. are used to assure that interpersonal 

communication is as salient and effective as possible.  Fay et al. (2009) examined how our 

interpersonal communication changes over time in order to accommodate for the lack of 

established rules or agreements.  They demonstrated that through social interaction, 

individuals would come up with ideas and pass them back and forth between members of a 

group until they developed a semiotic system that everyone could use agreeably.  The 

complex adaptive nature of this rapid development is metaphoric to any general social setting 

where there is a purpose to convey meaning, yet an uncertainty between the involved parties 

on how to do so efficiently.   This brings to light the issue that while both parties may 

understand the premise behind what they need to do in order to convey meaning (speak, 

make noises, use or manipulate basic symbols and shapes, use body gestures, etc.) there is a 

possibility for misunderstanding or worse, “mis-conceptualization” when the system of 

communication is not salient enough at the level it is being used.  Basic situations such as a 

parent talking to and learning the mannerisms of a new-born child or two foreigners 

attempting to speak with one another when they may not know well enough the other’s 
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language are generally not very troublesome as they can be overcome slowly with enough 

time (parents/new-born) or quickly with enough modalities and resources (foreigners).  More 

serious scenarios exist when a complex philosophy of a socially-dominant individual is being 

spread through a society and members of the society can misinterpret the meaning behind the 

individual’s message.  This is a higher-order event, but it hinges upon the same fundamental 

principles that complex adaptive systems (society) use to understand streams of 

communication that are satisfactorily clear.  This method is further perpetuated by the 

modern conception of situated cognition which has been successfully defended by many 

studies (DeSteno, Dasgupta, Bartlett, and Cajdric, 2004; Yeh and Barsalou, 2006; Smith and 

Semin, 2007).  Situated cognition implies that cognitive efforts are interconnected to and at 

least partially dependent upon surroundings and social context.  It would therefore be 

understood that not only do individuals adapt communication to dynamic social 

environments, but also rely on those environments to help form conceptual understanding 

and semiotic connections. 

 

 Audition and Meaning Development 

The auditory contribution in feeding cognitive states and mental representations is robust.  

One relies upon spatial and temporal orientation in order to function fluently in an 

environment and the auditory system is a highly resolute source of information for both.  

Neurological studies have shown that multi-modal coding (building and retrieving 

conceptual representations with multiple senses) has been found to be a common event in 
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social settings, as exteroreceptors (sight, sound, smell) work together to build a mental 

configuration of the surrounding environment (Aglioti and Pazzaglia, 2011).  That mental 

configuration leads to a “spatial semiotic” structure that allows those in an environment to 

relate to it, leading to a more salient route of communication for everyone involved.  In a 

study designed to exemplify the foundation and dynamics of spatial semiotics, Louise Ravelli 

and Maree Stenglin (2010) analyzed the architecture and function of the Scientia building on 

the New South Wales university campus.  The basis of their analysis stemmed from a cadre of 

contemporary semiotic theories of Kress, Halliday, van Leeuwen, and Scollon.  As with any 

interpersonal communicative event, the authors found the building and the people who used 

it to form affective meanings, however this time through a spatial medium (rather than a 

form of linguistic communication, as in written, spoken, gestural, etc).  They focused 

primarily on how the building and its design elicited personal responses in visitors.  Visitors' 

sense of spatial orientation was applied to a binding scale (the degree to which a user relates 

to a space) and bonding icons (evocative objects that create a meaningful impact, of which the 

Scientia building is considered to be for the University) (Figure 3 & 4).  

 

 

Figure 3: Binding scale of spatial relativity 
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Figure 4: Binding scale of feeling of security 

 

 Ravelli and Stenglin's analysis is primarily visual with attention drawn to the separate strata 

or “planes” (floor, walls, and ceiling) with which the visitors can interact and the overall 

ambiance of the building (Ravelli and Stenglin, 2010).  However, the auditory aspects of the 

building's design and location on campus are not investigated, but just as the linguistic 

semiotic foundation is analogous to visual spatial semiotics, auditory spatial semiotics are as 

well.  Spatial semiotics are formed sonically through acoustic reflections (sound waves 

bouncing off of a surface) and vibro-acoustic transmission (sound waves traveling through a 

medium) which reach the ears after the sound is modulated by the surfaces and mediums of 

the surroundings with which it interacts.  (Note, that a more detailed explanation of these 

acoustic events will be explained in the following section.)  The separate strata that Ravelli 

and Stenglin use in their visual analysis of a building are relevant to auditory analysis in that 

the floors, walls, and ceiling are interacting with the visitors of the building through 

modulated reflections and transmissions of sounds either created by the visitors themselves 

(footsteps, talking), natural events (wind, rain, pressure fluctuations), or environmental 
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effects (mechanical sounds, operational noises, music over a PA system, chimes or alarms).  

The visual experience described by Ravelli and Stenglin’s analysis would not be solely created 

by visitor’s visual sensations, but would also be shaped by the other exteroreceptors, audition 

and olfaction.  Furthermore, it would be axiomatically incorrect to say that the auditory 

experience of an environment is conditional to one’s visual experience, as while they are 

relative to one another, they are physically (and at least in onset, cognitively) separate events 

that are dependent upon surrounding physical and geometric features.  Here, the listening 

experience is that of the Scientia building’s soundscape.  In the event of walking through and 

interacting with the building, patrons would be forming their spatial semiotic understanding 

through this soundscape along with the building’s visual ambiance and architectural 

qualities. 

 

If one were to try to consider the experience of ‘listening’ in essentia, it may be logically 

reduced to the physical perception of sound; or 'hearing'.  This would be incorrect however as 

listening is a more involved process than hearing.  We attentively direct our hearing and in 

doing so define the specific act of listening.  Karl Neuenfeldt (2007) studied the ways in which 

music producers and audio engineers develop their abilities to listen to minute details in 

sonically saturated environments and found that such professionals practice physical and 

cognitive exercises in order to keep their listening sessions productive, aesthetic, and 

culturally meaningful.  The separation of hearing and listening comes into being when 

attention is allocated to specific auditory events or specific properties of an auditory event.  
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The attention that is given to an auditory event is done so in order to better understand its 

semiotic value or assign a level of importance to the sound.  In this sense listening to multiple 

types of sounds (speech, music, natural sounds, atmospheres) but using cognitive resources 

similarly to process them (Handel, 1993).  In order to extract/build that meaning from sonic 

(or visual) events, they need to be somewhat isolated amidst a constant flux of relevant and 

irrelevant auditory information (Handel, 2006).  It can be argued that the act of attending to 

sounds in any environment is synonymous with attempts to make meaning out of that which 

is heard.  

 

While it is beyond the scope of this body of work to investigate the complexities of emotional 

processing and development, meaning-making and emotional induction are inextricable in 

that they both occur in an overlapping manner.  As well, there is no evidence to show that 

they are strictly independent.  Furthermore, 'emotion' is still a heavily debated term and is a 

concept that lacks a concrete definition.  Still, categorization is a function of meaning-making, 

and emotions themselves can be understood as differentiated categories of experiential 

sensations.  In the act of assessing and recognizing the meaning in sounds, emotions may 

very well come into play as useful criteria in judging how significantly respondent one may 

be to an auditory event.  When listening to collective audio occurrences like music, emotional 

self-regulation has been found to be integral to the process (Saarikallio, 2010; Saarikallio, 

2012).  Unified, harmonious, and rhythmic sounds occur outside of the traditional 'music' 

domain (the movements of an industrial machine, bird calls through a forest, the flow of 
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traffic on a highway, wind whistling over any number of surfaces, rain, etc) with emotional 

content being associated with these sources as well.  The capacity then for sound events other 

than intentional musical arrangements to bear meaning is both logical and pragmatic.   

 

2.3    Acoustics and design of soundscapes 

 

Acoustics are the factors and functions of waves through a medium, and for the purposes of 

this paper, the manner in which sound waves interact in an environment (a complex 

arrangement of assorted mediums) is under focus.  As sound waves bounce around a room 

for instance, they create what is known as a reverberant field.  This field is comprised of a 

range of very short to long directional reflections of the sound waves that create an increasing 

exponential multiplication of the sounds' frequencies all the while decreasing exponentially 

in amplitude (loudness).  The original sound wave is known as 'direct' sound while the 

reflections are referred to as 'reverb' sound (as in an echo).  Direct sound simply passes 

through air before it reaches the ears and eventually the central auditory system, preserving 

the meaningful information of the wave(s) without any 'coloration' of the source.  The 

reverberant reflections however carry extra information from the mediums and 

environmental objects and architecture through which they pass and/or off which they 

bounce (Griesinger, 2009).  When perceived together, the meaning of the sound is altered and 

the environment in which the sound occurs becomes inherently significant.  In fact, the 
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reverberations have been shown to be the primary source of information for orientation and 

localization in any particular scene, imbuing them with the power to aid in creating an 

accurate mental representation of said locale (Ueno and Tachibana, 2005; Rahne and Sussman, 

2009; Griesinger, 2009).  Rahne and Sussman's work used the monitoring of segregated 

auditory streams in a normal dynamic sound environment to understand better how the 

brain maintains such an accurate representation of the scene.  They found that when the 

stimulus was modulated, the neural processing parts of the brain were highly plastic and 

adaptive to the dynamic modulations.  The modulated stimulus was intended to be the 

attention point for listeners amidst a collection of convergent and divergent binaural sounds 

(Rahne and Sussman, 2009).  This manner of attentive sound tracking allows a pivot point off 

of which to build reliable and accurate representations of what is heard in the context with 

which it is experienced (Alain, 2007).   

 

These contextualized representations are soundscapes, which are neither self-contained nor 

are static.  They operate as a dynamic system that is bounded only by the range of hearing 

and definitions of the listener.  Therefore it is difficult and perhaps futile to attempt to isolate 

them and deconstruct their variables.  When doing soundscape semiotics, one studies the 

actions and reactions of people in and around an area that generally possess similar acoustic 

and audible traits.  From a strict auditory approach, the environment itself is essential, but the 

interaction of people and objects with and “within” that environment is where meaning-

making most likely originates.  Understanding both sound and meaning are embodied events 
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that change across different bodies and in different environments that contain multiple 

bodies.  One’s presence in a given acoustic ecology influences the ecology itself by changing 

the soundscape, thus modifying the social scenario (Saldanha, 2009).  This all is constantly 

churning the semiotic representation of the soundscape, modulating the emotions and actions 

that are elicited while still active in that dynamic sound environment.   

 

Disruptions to this process of representation building must also be addressed.  Attending to 

sounds in a dynamic acoustic ecology is a native function that humans have refined over 

thousands of years (Fay and Popper, 2000), but when the environment becomes too 

inundated with noise (undesirable or irrelevant sound) or interrupted by exceptionally large 

changes in the soundscape (e.g. an explosion or the sudden turning on/off of a music source), 

attention and cognitive operation can become scrambled.  This occurrence is very common in 

situations such as driving (Nakashima, Abel, Duncan, and Smith, 2007; Sandrock, Schutte, 

and Griefahn, 2010), loud music listening (Yule, 2008), and disruptive man-made noise 

(Benfield, Bell, Troup, and Soderstrom, 2010; Ioan and Ursu, 2010; Torija, Ruiz, Coensel, 

Botteldooren, Berglund, and Ramos-Ridao, 2011).  This disruption is commonly referred to as 

“noise pollution” and is generally an area of concern for public health professionals, urban 

designers, and community officials.  When considering the possibility of spontaneous or 

unnoticeable introductions of these disruptive sounds in a public sound environment, the 

dynamism of soundscapes becomes that much more significant to understanding how they 

operate and fluctuate.   
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A way to overcome such disruptions is to take into account the factors that can be improved 

or modulated in a given soundscape through tactical and resourceful design.  The design and 

renovation of physical spaces for the purpose of improving the acoustic characteristics in 

order to achieve a more salient communicative and learning atmosphere is currently drawing 

a considerable amount of attention from researchers.  Locations used for the purpose of a 

learning and working environment (Coffeen, Markham, Hinckley, Good, Browne, Adams, 

Manternach, et al., 2010) and those of a natural environment (Lutfi, Stoelinga, Heller, Skerritt, 

Houix, Lemaitre, Misdariis, et al., 2010) are gaining the greatest portion of that attention.   

Flagg-Williams, Rubin, and Aquino-Russell (2011) have highlighted the importance of the 

accurate transmission of a teacher's verbal dictation and found that ‘sound-field 

amplification’ can result in more consistent and clear stimulation of student's auditory neural 

pathways.  Sound-field amplification is the selective filtering and amplification of desired 

components within a soundscape.  In this instance, the teacher's voice would be the primary 

target of amplification, followed by auxiliary sounds relative to the stimulation of the 

students' attention.  This form of modulation is improving learning proficiency in grade 

school children and is adding breadth to the professional capabilities of sound designers, 

acoustic consultants, and educational audiologists (Flagg-Williams et al., 2011).   

 

Still, in an open space public environment this type of system would be very difficult to 

instantiate and its effectiveness would be questionable at best.  Open-air environments are 
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not as easily controlled for sound dissemination and noise control since their size and 

magnitude allow for very distant events and objects to affect an immediate acoustic 

surrounding (airplanes overhead, construction work over a kilometer away, loud social 

events).  In large public spaces the content of auditory information is unique and plays a large 

role in one’s response to that soundscape.  Functional MRI studies have discovered that urban 

soundscapes of a uniform loudness elicit exceptionally different neural responses including 

the amygdala (a significant emotional processing center of the brain) (Irwin, Hall, Peters, and 

Plack, 2010).  This alludes to the concept that it is not just the general acoustics of the physical 

environment of an urban area (and possibly others) that creates mental representation, but 

that the dynamic sound events occurring in that environment are cognitively and 

experientially important to how one processes it (and hence derive and attribute meaning to 

and from it).  Here, affective response is also represented as significant to sonic semiotic 

development.  A similar investigation of responses to the presence of socially congruent and 

incongruent sounds with outdoor recreation locations found that soundscapes contain 

information that listeners use to decide on the desirability of visiting a location.  This was 

based on listeners' measured perception of how crowded an environment seemed and how 

acceptable the environment was to their (subjective) sense of 'normal' (Kim and Shelby, 2011).  

Results showed that visitation capacities and visitor's comfort levels with the density of 

people in a location can be dependent upon the nature of that location's soundscape.  

Responses to the appropriateness of a sound in multi-level crowded natural environments 

changed as the density of people changed (Kim and Shelby, 2011).  The correlation between 
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visual information and auditory information is evident here and must always be taken into 

account when considering interactions in any real-world environment.    

 

2.4    Soundscape analysis and Sonification 

 

The ability of the scientific community to analyze the components and the collective process 

of public soundscapes has improved over the last 10 years, as has the understanding of how 

public soundscapes can exist in a variety of areas throughout different individual lifestyles.  

Investigations into the representation of a soundscape in academic research studies have also 

been highlighted recently (Hall, Lashua, and Coffey, 2008) and formulate a broad spectrum 

picture of how invasive our sonic environments can be, addressing how they should be 

considered when examining sociological phenomena.  Is an artificial soundscape more 

appropriate for studying human endeavors, or is a more commonplace “natural” soundscape 

better to establish a normative observation environment?  This question is currently drawing 

focus from the research community.  Consideration is being given as well to the private sector 

and consumer business world regarding how public spaces can be measured and designed 

using mapping tools meant to recognize how and to what degree a soundscape contributes to 

human operations in an environment (McGregor, Crerar, Benyon, and Macaulay, 2002; 

McGregor et al., 2006; Szeremeta and Zannin, 2009).  These studies have a broad utilitarian 

reach as their developments can extend into smaller yet still public and dynamic spaces such 

as the interior of a vehicle (Mcgregor, Turner, and Larsson, 2010).   
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An interesting development in the perceiver’s role in soundscape interaction is through video 

game studies and how players identify with the presence of a virtual soundscape. Video 

games are gaining an ever increasing presence throughout society, having out-represented 

their closest rival entertainment media form, the film industry, in 2011 (Reuters, 2011).  The 

soundscape of a game playing session is always composed of both a game’s designed virtual 

soundscape and that of the room within which a player is playing.  Grimshaw and Schott 

(2007) presented a conceptual framework of this situation for games where the player 

maintains a constant first-person perspective of their character within a dynamic three-

dimensional environment modeled upon real-world physics.  Since the player is “in the 

head” of their character, the perception of both sight and sound are assumed to be the most 

closely related to that of an actual life experience.  Soundscapes in FPS (first-person shooter) 

games are designed to be as immersive as possible in order to compliment the visual elements 

of gameplay.   
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Figure 5: The schematic of a conceptual framework for the acoustic ecology of FPS video games 

 

Concordantly, players tend to build relationships within gaming environments, either with 

other players (via game character interaction) or landscapes and objects in the virtual 

environment (Grimshaw and Bolton, 2010).  Soundwalking studies also compliment this work 

by addressing the way in which focused listening while navigating a public locale results in a 

different interpretation of a soundscape than normative ‘static’ auditory scene attention 

(Adams, Bruce, Davies, Cain, Jennings, Carlyle, Cusack, et al., 2008).  Sonification is the 

conceptual assignment of sound properties to other non-audio objects and the re-recognition 

of non-audio objects (such as data) through auditory perception (Dayé and Campo, 2006).  

This occurs frequently in a gaming environment when the player is interacting through 

haptic input and recognizing virtual objects via the auditory information they emit when they 
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are being engaged (Grimshaw and Schott, 2007).  Auditory events are generally considered to 

be more interactive in video game settings because the player has a greater ability to 

manipulate the environment’s acoustic ecology using sonification.  The possibility of then 

using sound to highlight events and goals/agendas in a game scenario is favorable and could 

be the primary effective source used to direct and guide a player through a lesson or regimen 

in different contexts such as rehabilitation and training programs.  However, the complexity 

of this system is high, being that it is a dynamic adaptive environment in which the player is 

freely able to engage and disengage it at will (Figure 5). 

 

Szeremeta, Henrique, and Zannin of the Laboratory of Environmental and Industrial 

Acoustics and Acoustic Comfort at the Federal University of Paraná in Brazil have conducted 

qualitative testing on urban park patrons in order to understand how their perceptions of the 

park’s soundscape was affected by urban noise (2009).  Alongside the collateral finding that 

the parks were exceeding the noise regulation according to city ordinances, patrons identified 

noises that were both wanted and unwanted, indicating that a soundscape for the park was 

conceptually established by visitors and that some sounds were considered part of that 

soundscape while others were not.  This study suggests that soundscapes can exist as unique 

entities, not conceptually including all of the sounds that might be physically present in the 

environment (Szeremeta, Henrique, and Zannin, 2009).  As well, the effects of noise pollution 

in public locales are addressed through other studies that have denoted this as a problematic 

social development (Pilcher, Newman, and Manning, 2009; Ioan and Ursa, 2010; Benfield, 
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Bell, Troup, and Soderstrom, 2009). 

 

When examining the operations of a population within a soundscape, attention must still be 

paid to the non-auditory events, stimuli, and objects of the inclusive area.  They are part of 

the environmental composition as well and should be taken into account as they have a 

possibility of creating or modifying meaning for a perceiver.  While these events, stimuli, and 

objects may not be inherently acoustic in nature, they can be “sonified”; made acoustically-

relevant through the cognitive process of sonification.  A practical example in a home 

environment could be a carbon-monoxide detector or a house security alarm.  Carbon 

monoxide (CO) is a poisonous gas that is odorless and therefore impossible for the human 

body to detect.  CO detectors are sensitive to the gas and emit a repetitive beep to alert 

anyone in the detection range if CO is present.  The structure of the beeping sound is 

controlled by physical acoustic properties such as wavelength, amplitude, and tonal density.  

The gas is hence “sonified”.  Likewise, the purpose of a home alarm is very similar; in this 

case the CO gas is replaced by a thief or an intruder.  While there might be small auditory 

disturbances, olfactory changes, or visual indicators, the human ability to perceive when 

someone is attempting to carefully enter a home can be near impossible.  A home alarm is 

therefore “sonifying” the act of intrusion.  Research has been done regarding what may be the 

most significant variable to change in order to draw a person’s attention to the alerting 

function more saliently (Dayé and Campo, 2006; Anderson and Sanderson, 2009).  Elements 

of nature that are difficult for the human perceptual system to detect can also be sonified.  
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Bob Sturm of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California has captured a 

large data set of ocean tide fluctuations using a set of 4 vectors: accelerations over the x 

(horizontal direction), y (vertical height), and z-axis (distance), plus water temperature 

(Sturm, 2005).  He used a buoy as a marker to record data sonification (also known as ‘data 

auralization’) and was able to sonically represent the shifting of the Pacific Ocean and its 

temperature.  While the original sonifications were produced as 8-channel sound files, (what 

would be ideally reproduced on a 7.1 surround sound system) a stereo version can be heard 

hear: http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~b.sturm/music/PacificPulse.htm.  The arrangement is such 

that when there are fluctuations in the data, fluctuations occur in the sound output relative to 

the magnitude and differentiation of the data points.  Tools have already been created to 

assist in sonifying data (Lodha, Beahan, Heppe, Joseph, and Zane-Ulman, 1997; Walker , 2009) 

in addition to the aforementioned soundscape mapping initiatives that are currently being 

developed.    

 

As is the scope of this thesis, investigations into the how humans react and interact during the 

perception of a soundscape have been conducted in several different capacities.  In one 

particular study, participants’ ability to listen to a soundscape and then graphically represent 

what they had heard after a delayed amount of time was examined.  The time delay between 

stimuli and drawing caused the participants to become reliant upon their memory, spatial 

awareness, and conceptual representations (Marry, 2011).  The participants’ perceived 

distance from the objects in the soundscape helped to create the ambiance of the scene which 

http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~b.sturm/music/PacificPulse.htm
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had proven to be significant in their conceptual representations of what they had listened to 

and experienced.  A similar on site/recording comparison study was done in Japan where 

responses between participants who listened to a recorded soundscape and participants who 

we interviewed in the actual soundscape were made (Ge and Hokao, 2005).  Not only were 

comparisons of recorded sound to live sound responses made, but the participants who 

listened to the recorded soundscapes were divided further into one of two groups: sound 

only, or full video (sound and image).  The participants who were asked to evaluate the 

recorded soundscapes were given sets of semantic differential pairs (Figure 6) to rate what 

they had perceived (of either stimulus designation), while the participants who were 

interviewed live were given a congruency 7-Point scale to rate elements of the environment 

around them.  Of the eight city locations that were examined, it was found that audio only 

and audio plus video presentations of the soundscapes were highly similar in their semantic 

differential ratings.  In other words, audio-only perceptions of the soundscape were shown to 

evoke very similar emotional responses that audio plus video evoked.  As well, when 

participants were interviewed on the streets (full sensory exposure) they gave more attention 

to artificial (traffic, machines, people talking) sounds than they did naturally produced ones 

(water running, wind flow, animal sounds) and that different locations could evoke different 

emotional responses to the same sound for different individuals (Ge and Hokao, 2005).  This 

study demonstrates quite importantly that auditory perception is a highly salient emotional 

medium, sound density (the amount of sound sources in a given area) and appropriateness 

affect an individual’s perception of the sound’s meaning, and that a sound’s location is 
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significant to how it is perceived.  This type of analysis was also done in Sydney, Australia 

where similar responses were again found.  Also utilizing semantic differential analysis, 

sound markers were discovered to be significant in aiding listeners in identifying an urban 

soundscape and that one’s acoustic comfort was relevant to overall soundscape perception 

(Jeon et al., 2011).   

 

3 EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY 

 

The question asked by this study is, “to what degrees are soundscapes responsible for 

meaning-making and semiotic conceptualization in our everyday experiences?”  The 

hypothesis is that soundscapes contribute a significant amount of semiotic resources via their 

sound events and total situated composition.  The soundscape is important to meaning-

making; it serves as a meaning-making device itself, along with being a “container” for other 

meaningful sound events.   It is posited that if responses are similar between two modalities 

(full-sensory and auditory-only) then this is a step forward in identifying the importance of 

soundscapes in meaning-making and cognitive semiotic processes.  The following empirical 

investigation is inspired by the research of Ge and Hokao (2005) and Dr. Mary Solène (2011) 

who used visual-spatial references to study the effects of auditory environments on its 

listeners, as well as Jeon et al. (2011) who used soundwalking and qualitative surveys to 

capture participant’s evaluations of their present soundscape. All of these studies and others 

have contributed to the understanding of how we conceptually relate to and “find” meaning 
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in sound environments.   Jeon et al. interviewed participants with rating scale questions (0-

10), and free response questions as they physically moved in a soundwalk.  As a reminder, a 

“soundwalk” is an event where an individual moves through a bounded (conceptually, not 

necessarily physically) environment where they are purposefully focusing on the acoustics, 

sound sources, and overall feel of the soundscape in order to construct a subjective 

interpretation of such.  Around three hundred participants walked through multiple locations 

in public urban areas in South Korea and gave their responses while sound level (loudness) 

and sound sources were captured (2011).  Mary Solène used fewer participants but conducted 

a within-subjects design where 29 participants completed qualitative surveys while observing 

three different soundscapes (of historical public locales in France).  Participants were required 

to take three pictures that they felt best represented the “global ambiance” of the locale. 

Afterward, they were interviewed and given five mind mapping tests where they described 

the three locales that they experienced by drawing them from memory and accentuating 

through the composition of their drawings, the aspects of the soundscapes which they found 

desirable (2011). Sound levels and sources were captured as well.  Ge and Hokao used 

recordings of soundscape locales of varied ambiances in Saga City, Japan, as well as semantic 

differentials, to capture qualitative data regarding participants’ impressions of the 

soundscape.  Random, on-site interviews were conducted with 75 participants across the 

varying locations using the semantic differential questionnaires, while 45 participants were 

shown videos of the locations and asked to complete the same questionnaires.  The results 

from both cohorts of participants were compared an analyzed (2005). 
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The author has sought to focus on participants’ impressions using semantic differentials as 

well, but with an intention to compare auditorily-isolated stimuli with real-world stimuli in 

order to hone in on the meaning-making processes that may exist more strongly in sonic 

perception, rather than full multimodal sensory perception. This comparison is done in order 

to consider the whole of the sensory experience, all the while attempting to gather a more 

refined understanding of how a soundscape is affectively perceived within that whole.  This 

could be thought of as “situated soundscape analysis”.  The advantage to questioning 

participants about their affective experiences using semantic differentials is their ability to 

reveal connotative meaning that is cognitively attributed to an object or event.  In this way it 

is easier to understand a participant’s demeanor and feelings toward the soundscape and its 

inclusive (and theoretically exclusive) sonic events, rather than just how they may categorize 

or classify a particular sound or group of sounds.  The semantic differential is rooted in 

conceptual semiotics and one’s ability and tendency to build metaphoric relationships 

between events, objects, and experiences.  It is therefore well-fitted to this investigation as it 

compliments a chief concern of the research question at hand.  A number of other 

considerations regarding the research methodology have been considered in order to 

facilitate better human communication, affectively clear responses, and audio clarity.  They 

will be discussed below. 

 

3.1    Design 
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This study used a between-subjects design where the independent variable was mode of 

stimulus; either outdoor, real-world, full sensory stimulus, or an isolated, recording playback, 

audio only stimulus.  The dependent variable was a combined analysis of semantic 

differential responses and a mood map response.  To eliminate any potential for an order bias 

within the question set, question order was randomly generated for each participant.  

Responses were gathered for each of the two locations on the same day that the surround 

sound recordings were made and auditory-only responses were gathered in acoustically quiet 

locations in close proximity with American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards of 

an audiometric test room (Frank, 2000).  Analysis was conducted on the data collected 

between the two groups of participants.  Between-location responses were not analyzed as 

this was not relevant to the goal of the research study, nor was it within the designed scope of 

this body of work.   

 

3.2    Participants 
One hundred and fifty participants contributed to the study in total with 73 responding to the 

actual environments and 77 responding to the environments’ surround sound recordings. The 

ratio of male to female participants was 56 to 94 with the mean age being 32.4 years old (the 

youngest was 14 years and oldest was 80 years) and Caucasian/White (74.7%) and African 

American/Black (15.3%) composing the large majority of participants’ ethnic affiliations (the 

rest being 2.7% Hispanic, 1.3% Asian, 0.7% Latino, 2.7% Middle Eastern/Arabic, and 2.7% 

Other).  Demographic data can be found in Table 1.  Two participants (both listeners of the 
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recordings) indicated that they had used or were using some sort of hearing aids, with one of 

the two indicating that the environment was possibly more “uncomfortable” to them due to 

this fact.  The participants all participated voluntarily and no compensation was given as an 

incentive. 

 

3.3    Materials 

The three sites chosen for analytic comparison were an urban park outside the central metro 

location of Charlotte, North Carolina known as Freedom Park, the main rotunda lobby 

(indoors) of a central meeting location for the student population of the UNC Charlotte 

university campus called the Student Union, and a man-made lake surrounded by apartment 

housing, hotels, and businesses known as the Boardwalk in North Charlotte.  These locations 

were chosen for their dependable amount of foot traffic, walking paths, accessibility for all 

populations, and general level of recreational purpose and activity.  These were not work 

areas or locations that served a restricted population or activity.  The precise recording 

locations relative to the surrounding areas are marked by white “X”s on the images below 

(Figure 6, 7, & 8).   
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Figure 6: Aerial view of Freedom Park (recording location marked by the white star). 

 

Figure 7: Aerial view of the Boardwalk (recording location marked by the white star). 
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Figure 8: Floor plan of Student Union, 1st floor. The main entrance is directly below in the picture. 

(recording location marked by the white star). 

 

Recordings of each location were made using a Zoom H2n portable field recorder set to gain 

level 7 and to record 4-channels of surround sound using a combination of an internal Mid-

Side and X-Y (120 degrees) condenser microphone array.  The recorded clips were edited 

using Audacity, an open source audio editing software, to trim the clips to anywhere from 30 

– 43 minutes of uninterrupted atmospheric audio.  This would allow a great enough variety 

of audio to give participants adequate random samples.  The volume levels of the 4 channels 

of audio were also adjusted to represent the most realistic audio environment possible.  The 

recordings and responses from each location were taken within the same week of November 
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5th – 9th (Monday the 5th, Freedom Park, Wednesday the 7th, Student Union, Friday the 9th, 

Boardwalk) between the times of 11:30 AM and 4:30 PM. The weather on all three days was 

similar; being sunny, slightly cloudy, light winds of about 5 mph, and an air temperature 

ranging from 46-57 degrees Fahrenheit at any given moment.  The ‘natural’ sound pressure 

levels recorded at each location were: 44-47 dB (Freedom Park), 56-59 dB (Student Union), 

and 47-50 dB (Boardwalk).  The sound pressure level (SPL) data was collected with an ANSI II 

approved Extech 407735 sound level meter set to low range, slow response, and A-weighted 

function (to most effectively mirror the abilities of the human auditory system). 

 

 A research study questionnaire was created using the Python coding language via 

OpenSesame (ver. 0.26, ‘Earnest Einstein’), an open source academic research study 

development tool.  The questionnaire was presented to participants (both on-location 

captures and recording captures) via a Fujitsu Lifebook T2010 tablet PC where participants 

marked their responses using a stylus on a touch-screen interface.  The survey was composed 

of 20 semantic differential pairs and one mood map response.  The semantic differential pairs 

were presented one at a time in the form of a Likert rating scale, but without numbers, words, 

or symbols to otherwise indicate as such.  This was done to remove any possible biases that 

might be created by a numbering system or descriptive word set.  For the purpose of data 

collection and response categorization, the stars were discreetly numbered from 1 to 7, left to 

right, with the 4th star position representing ‘neutral’ and the 1st and 7th star representing the 

strongest indication toward the word on that respective side of the scale.  The choices of 
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semantic differential pairs (the word-pair selections) were based upon pairs highlighted by 

previous studies’ findings as being significant (Ge and Hakao, 2011) (Figure 9).   

 

Figure 9: Semantic differentials for 2 of the 8 locations in the Ge and Hokao study (2005). 

 

The mood map was the final assessment following the completion of the semantic 

differentials.  The mood map was a version of the Valence – Arousal chart (Coutinho and 

Cangelosi, 2009; Schuller, Dorfner, and Rigoll, 2010) with only graphical changes.  The x-axis 

represented the valence scale (negative-positive feeling) and the y-axis represented the 

arousal scale (passive-active feeling) (Figure 10).  It is complimentary to the semantic 

differential questions as it also gathers information regarding applied meaning given to the 

soundscapes by participants.  For the participants that listened to the recordings, AKG K240 
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mk.II semi-open circumaural headphones were connected directly to the tablet using 

Audacity for playback in order to accurately present the original high resolution recordings 

(96 kHz, 24-bit .wav files).  Volumes in Audacity and on the tablet were kept fixed except for 

the two participants with hearing aids who asked for the volume to be decreased only slightly 

(~3 dB) to a more comfortable level. 

 

Figure 10: The valence-arousal mood map.   

 

3.4    Procedure 
 

Responses were captured in two separate groups.  First, were the responses that were 

captured on-location at the three locations mentioned above.  Participants were approached 

by the author and asked if they wanted to participate in a graduate thesis research project.  
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All participants agreed to participate voluntarily and were given no incentive to do so.  At no 

time before or during the questionnaire completion were the participants given extra 

instructions as to what the questions were trying to precisely capture.  After five demographic 

questions (Initials, Age, Gender, Ethnicity, Occupation) were asked out loud by the author, 

the tablet PC was given to the participants with a quick demonstration on how to use it.  They 

were instructed to follow the prompts on the tablet and complete the questions as they were 

presented.  It was explained that the questions were in reference to their current auditory 

environment and the sounds that they were presently hearing.  The semantic differential 

questions were presented in random order with the mood map question always occurring 

following the semantic differential questions.  
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Figure 11: A semantic differential question during the survey. 

 

The semantic differential word pairs were situated at the opposite ends of a perforated line in 

the center of the screen with a series of seven small stars under the line that the participants 

could touch to indicate their response along the “continuum” between the two words. Each of 

the stars represented a degree on the rating scale (1-7) but were not labeled in any way 

(Figure 11).  The participants were all given clear explanation on how to use the scale to 

eliminate any confusion regarding answering the semantic differential pair questions.  The 

orientation of the words’ valence was also randomized as to not have words of similar 

semiotic extremes always on one side of the screen or the other.  For example the seemingly 

‘positive’, ‘big’, or ‘great’ words in the pairs were not always on the right side while the 

‘negative’, ‘small’, or ‘weak’ words were not always on the left.  This was done in order 

eliminate the presence of any order or position biasing.  The pairs used were as follows: 

Mental-Physical, Quiet-Noisy, Fast-Slow, Soft-Hard, Gentle-Harsh, Social-Unsocial, Low-High, 

Comfortable-Uncomfortable, Pleasant-Unpleasant, Desirable-Undesirable, Interesting-Boring, 

Ambient-Direct, Far-Near, Meaningful-Meaningless, Rough-Smooth, Diverse-Simple, Peaceful-

Disruptive, Familiar-Unfamiliar, Energetic-Calm, and Natural-Artificial.  After selecting a star they 

touched the “Next” button and were presented with another pair from the set of 20 in total, in 

a randomized order to eliminate order bias.  After the differential pairs were completed, an 

instruction screen appeared explaining the mood map question on the next screen.  

Participants touched the screen, were presented with the mood map, and made a mark to 
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indicate their mood within their present environment.  As well, there was no grid on the map 

so that participants would feel free to mark anywhere on the screen in a continuous variable 

manner.  After marking their selection, a completion screen appeared notifying the 

participant that the questionnaire was completed.   

 

Second, were the responses gathered while participants listened to the high-definition 

surround sound recordings via the tablet/headphone setup in locations that were within a 

still noise level range of 35-40 dB (near ANSI standards for audiometric rooms) and free from 

external interruptions or distractions.  Participants were left to complete the questionnaire 

themselves with the interviewer nearby in order to answer any questions that may arise.  Of 

the 150 total participants, five had questions during their completing of the questionnaire.  

Participants were never told explicitly what location they were going to be submersed in 

while listening to the stimulus, only that the locale was a public place.  These second 

‘recording’ group participants were given the same instructions as the first cohort and were 

not offered any research incentives.  The semantic differential questions were asked one after 

another in random order for each participant with the mood map question always occurring 

at the end of the questionnaire.  For all participants of both experimental groups, the 

responses, the mood map mark coordinates, and time in milliseconds were recorded for each 

question.  After data collection was complete the participants were thanked for their 

participation.   
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4 RESULTS 

4.1    Statistical analysis (descriptive and inferential) 

A two-tailed t-test analysis was conducted on each of the three location pairs of semantic 

differential (SDf) response scores.  The analysis was between each real-world SDf response 

mean and the means of the corresponding recording of the same location.  The mood map 

coordinates were collected and charted on a scatterplot over the map itself to show all 150 

responses together (Table 8). Response time data was collected by default by OpenSesame, 

however it was not used in analysis.  The entire participant base was composed of both males 

and females ranging greatly in age and ethnicity (Table 1).   

 

Each SDf pair responses were averaged for the six total modalities (three real-world, three 

recordings) with descriptive statistics and t-tests being run on each relative pair.  For example, 

the mean response scores and standard deviations for Low-High were calculated for the on-

location responses and the recording-based responses and a t-test was run between them.  T-

values and p-values were captured for each relative pair of means as well as mean 

differences, modes, and collective standard deviations.  For the 20 SDf question means per 

location per modality, 10 from the FP (Freedom Park) / FP-R (Freedom Park recording) 

comparison were not significantly different and demonstrated similarity, with 14 from the SU 

(Student Union) / SU-R (Student Union recording) comparison and 8 from the BW 

(Boardwalk) / BW-R (Boardwalk recording) comparison also demonstrating similarity.  Of 
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those highlighted similar pairs, 4 from the FP/FP-R comparison (Quiet-Noisy, Fast-Slow, Rough-

Smooth, and Familiar-Unfamiliar), 5 from the SU/SU-R comparison (Mental-Physical, Quiet-

Noisy, Social-Unsocial, Low-High, and Rough-Smooth), and 4 from the BW/BW-R comparison 

(Social-Unsocial, Interesting-Boring, Ambient-Direct, and Familiar-Unfamiliar) had the same mode 

response scores.  While these were the strongest similarities, other SDf pairs had the same 

mode scores but were statistically significantly different, or were not significantly different 

and had mode scores that were off by one or two degrees.  All of the SDf pairs that were not 

significantly different also had a mean difference of less than one degree (≤ 0.75 infact).  A full 

account of the statistical analysis results are in a summary table in Table 3.   

 

4.2    Semantic differential tables and mood map responses 

Semantic differential analysis charts were created from the response mean pairs per location 

group.  The four charts can be seen in the Appendix A as Table 4 (All locations), Table 5 

(Freedom Park), Table 6 (Student Union), and Table 7 (Boardwalk).  Of the three locations, the 

responses from the Student Union group were most similar (t = -0.60, p = 0.55) followed by 

the Boardwalk group (t = -1.21, p = 0.23) and the Freedom Park group (t = -1.68, p = 0.10).  It is 

noticeable that across all three locations there were five particular SDf pairs that consistently 

were significantly different at the p = 0.10 significance level.  Soft-Hard at FP/FP-R (t = -1.87, p 

= 0.07), SU/SU-R (t = -2.69, p = 0.01), and BW/BW-R (t = -3.24, p < 0.01), Comfortable – 

Uncomfortable at FP/FP-R (t = -1.70, p = 0.10), SU/SU-R (t = -1.86, p = 0.07), and BW/BW-R (t = -
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3.40, p < 0.01), Pleasant-Unpleasant at FP/FP-R (t = -3.52, p < 0.01), SU/SU-R (t = -3.22, p < 0.01), 

and BW/BW-R (t = -3.96, p < 0.01), Desirable-Undesirable at FP/FP-R (t = -3.48, p < 0.01), SU/SU-

R (t = -2.26, p = 0.03), and BW/BW-R (t = -4.07, p < 0.01), and Peaceful-Disruptive at FP/FP-R (t = 

-3.87, p < 0.01), SU/SU-R (t = -3.51, p < 0.01), and BW/BW-R (t = -3.40, p < 0.01).  Peaceful-

Disruptive and Pleasant-Unpleasant were the most significantly different of all the questions at 

all locations at the p < 0.01 level (Table 3).   

 

The mood map responses found on Table 8, Appendix A display the responses from each 

location group divided by data point icon shape and color.  The coordinates were recorded as 

number of pixels-from-origin. While a number of  responses’ x-y coordinates were within 10 

pixels of the origin on both axes (9.3%, and difficult to visually disseminate due to overlap), 

meaning they were almost perfectly neutral responses.  Due to the resolution of the touch pen 

and the steadiness of participants’ hands, this observation can be understood to be their 

intention.  The remainder of the responses were in a majority on the ‘positive’ side of the 

valence axis (73.3%) with the ‘positive/active’ quadrant being the most populated of the four 

(42% as compared to 32% ‘positive/passive’, 16% ‘negative/active’, and 10% 

‘negative/passive’).  This remains true for each group individually as well.  The most extreme 

negative and active responses were from the Student Union group, while the more positive 

responses were from Boardwalk group. The most passive responses were evenly distributed 

between the Boardwalk and Freedom Park groups.   
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5 DISCUSSION 

5.1    Of the Results (Significance and Areas for Improvement) 

The lack of statistical significance in the response score results is, in this particular case, an 

intriguing and promising finding.  The similarity in the responses gathered between the two 

modalities (actual on-site and recordings) indicates that a somewhat significant contribution 

toward meaningful recognition of events in a soundscape is stemming from auditory 

perception and processing.  While there were some differential pair means that were nearly 

identical (if not precisely identical) between the full-sensory and recording-based stimuli, 

nearly all of the pairs between the two modalities trended in the same direction.  It should be 

noted that the response averages were more finely calculated (to two decimal places) and 

thus arranged on the SDf pair tables with greater resolution.  Rounding of the averages to 

their nearest integer would have improved similarity between modality responses but would 

not be as accurately representative of the statistical results.  It can be surmised from the mood 

map responses that a vast majority of the participants were in a neutral-to-positive mood at 

the moment they took the survey with that majority being fairly evenly divided between 

active and passive valences.  The most common response on the chart was neutral or very 

close to neutral however, possibly indicating that the participants were truly in a neutral 

emotional state, did not feel their emotions were strong enough to answer otherwise, or 

perhaps did not feel very motivated to answer the question any more accurately than 

touching the center of the screen.   
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A methodological aspect of the study that should be considered for future research would be 

collecting from a larger sample size group.  While the group in this study was formidable, 

doubling the sample size would be more statistically significant (allowing a p = .05 level of 

significance to be used) in an investigation that is universally relevant to all humans.  

Furthermore, as the participants were listening to the environments both on-location and via 

recording, there was always a chance that sudden abrupt changes in the soundscape 

(someone shouting, a door slamming, a siren firing in the distance) may directly impact their 

emotional responses.  These are of course still part of the natural and common soundscapes 

found at the three locations.   However, they may or may not be heard by certain participants 

which would change the stimuli somewhat for those that did hear them, depending on when 

they were asked to complete the questionnaire or what section of the recording they listened 

to at random.  This could possibly be overcome by increasing the sample size or by excluding 

responses that occurred during such abrupt sound events.  The latter however would be risky 

because it would have to be done under the assumption that these specific types of events are 

affecting people’s semiotic processing in significant ways.  This is not presently well 

understood and furthermore would be pushing the limits on dynamic systems theory toward 

a much more reductionist-based approach.  With regard to the data collection methods, a 

single audiometrically designed room or an isolation booth (a heavy acoustically modified 

room to reduce ambient noise) would have been ideal.  Better still, would be such a room 

with a complete atmospheric speaker array (removing the use of headphones of any sort) that 
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could more accurately reproduce the 4 channel surround sound recordings that were taken at 

the three sites.  This would perhaps be the perfect setup for comparing physically being in a 

soundscape to “being there” in an auditory-only environmental setup.  That being said, as the 

participants were all questioned in static locations (inactive and isolated) that were measured 

to be suitably quiet for detailed listening and utilized high fidelity studio headphones, the 

representations created were strongly accurate to the original environments.   

 

5.2    Conceptual considerations 

 

Several concepts can be addressed by these results and those of previous research in and 

around the field of auditory cognitive and soundscape studies.  First, the importance of the 

soundscape of any public setting be it social/recreational, work environments, public events, 

or purposeful installations, is significant to how communication is conducted and meaning is 

conveyed in that environment.  Such communication and meaning is more difficult to expect 

or predict in public spaces because they are more unpredictable environments for 

individuals.  They are generally understood to be more diverse in the possibility of 

unexpected auditory events and changes, thus being less controllable and less likely to be 

fully conceptualized by any one individual at any given moment in the locale.  Secondly, the 

structure that was chosen for the research design is narrowed enough in focus to extract 

meaningful data, but also comprehensive enough to account for the dynamic nature of an 

actual soundscape within which people interact.  It could be possible that further isolation 
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and observation of the individual acoustic components that make up the soundscapes could 

still lead to events being meaningfully similar.  If one were to hear the sounds of the 

soundscapes in individual isolation and the responses were again similar, the effect of the 

environment as a whole could be negated all-together as being significant in the conception of 

meaning-making.  However, this is a difficult premise to resolve because the natural 

ambiance of the environment in which a sound occurs is inherent when it is perceived and 

processed through the central auditory system.  For instance, if a bird chirping is heard 

amidst a continuous stream of auditory information as would be in a normal outdoor 

soundscape, then the actual chirping sound itself is physically different and therefore is 

processed differently than if the same bird chirping event was heard instantaneously without 

the continuous soundscape surrounding the event, as if the chirp was heard in an aviary, or if 

it were recorded in a professional isolation booth in a sound studio.  This distinction is due to 

the contribution of the direct sound source that is made from an environment’s composition 

and construction.  Its acoustics are fundamentally important to our perception of that direct 

sound.  It is an essential element to the essence of a soundscape.   

 

Thirdly, the results in the data indicate a strengthening of the concepts such as schema-

building, cognitive framing, and empathetic theories of embodied and situated cognition.  

The soundscapes and the environments in which they exist are the mediums and contexts 

themselves where semiotic events occur; forever changing the way in which we define what 

we perceive if those soundscapes or environments are altered.  Meaning-making devices are 
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inherently related to conceptual structuring of the world.  The focus not being so much on the 

fact that something is a meaning-making device, but rather what meaning it makes at a 

particular time, in a particular place, with particular objects.  Each moment is unique and as 

one is always in a dynamic environment (system) those moments will change and will 

virtually never reoccur.  This functioning of cognitive processes is situated in whatever 

environment in which one may find oneself.  While it is not clearly agreed upon to what 

degree and in what precise order action and cognition occur during perception, it is 

understood that perception generally results in mental, physical, and emotional reactions.  

Soundscapes and acoustic ecologies are mediums for perceptual events and thus are integral 

in shaping the schemas and frames with which one organizes one’s reactions to construct 

meaning and meaningful relationships (such as conceptual metaphors).  Overall, a better 

understanding of soundscapes can aid in a better understanding what motivates the events 

within them and how to give them more accurate semiotic profundity.  The soundscape, just 

as the events that occur within them, are significant to meaning-making processes.  Finally, by 

better understanding the meaningfulness of soundscapes one can more appropriately address 

the relative meaningfulness of sound events in general.  Besides those of a purely aesthetic 

musical sense, our intelligent use of sounds as symbols or defined semiotic elements is still 

immature in everyday social communication (conversation, advertising, performance, 

recreation, public notification).  By having a better grasp on what and how meaning is 

attributed to sonic events in their relative soundscapes, much greater potential to effectively 

(as well as affectively) use those events to convey salient information and intention is 
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possible.  Due to the innate temporal and spatial nature of sound, it becomes very difficult to 

pinpoint semiotic relationships in a dynamic system.  Herein lays the direction of future 

research.  That is, developing a computational system or analytical toolkit by which to 

specifically identify meaning in sound events and thus, create a more robust knowledge base 

for designing sound symbols and sonic semiotics.  Sound mapping programs, semiotic 

tracking of sounds over time, soundscape simulation processes, relational or metaphoric 

programs used identify semiotically similar sound events are all promising areas of 

development. 

 

5.3    Future directions and applications 

 

These results and the conceptual and cognitive aspects that they address can be applicable to 

a variety of on-going research and developmental projects, along with pragmatic social 

behavioral practices.  For instance, how one responds to different soundscapes or aspects of 

soundscapes can affect the way in which decisions are based and how one communicates 

with others in the environment.  There are important considerations when aiming to promote 

efficient and more precise communication in a time- and resource-limited situation such as a 

business negotiation, a lecturer’s instruction, a complicated demonstration, or a politically 

tense dialogue.  If the affective and semiotic factors of soundscapes are better understood, 

then at the very least one could choose the most appropriate sonic environments in which to 

conduct their particular communication-focused activity.  The soundscape would then 
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become an emphatic supplement of the intention or meaning that one or more of the 

communicating parties are attempting to convey.   

 

There is a public health aspect that comes into view with this work as well.  With greater 

attention and consideration being given to the “sonic semiotics” of public environmental 

design, a reduction of hearing damage and stress levels is a very likely progression, which in 

turn can lead to a greater sense of social harmony and social awareness.  Concordantly, 

through the physical and mental relief that results from being in a more auditorily appealing 

environment, researchers might be able to gain more insight into the effects this has on 

cognitive ability, long-term and short-term cognitive deficits, and cognitive development 

across all age categories and cultural boundaries.  There is already a considerable amount of 

research findings that elucidate the reactions and short-term cognitive effects of different 

sound and musical events on humans (Eerola, 2006; Alain, 2007; Kreutz et al., 2007; Blesser, 

2008; Johnsen, Tranel, Lutgendorf, and Adolphs, 2009; Sandrock, Schutte, and Griefahn, 2010).  

If those findings were complimented by defining the role that soundscapes play in creating 

such effects, a greater possibility of developing a new perspective on cognitive care can 

become accessible.  Although much more refined research would need to be done on these 

specific concepts, understanding the semiotic bond that is created with soundscapes is a large 

step forward in propelling that research to a firm foundation of interdisciplinary knowledge.   

 

The application of this research and an overall better grasp of how public soundscapes 
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contribute to semiotic processing of the world would be valuable to urban designers, public 

officials in matters of legal development, sound designers in a new age of heavily interactive 

media formats, business professionals working in less communicatively-salient contexts, and 

acoustical engineers problem-solving in open air public operations.  If researchers can 

develop better social contexts and public forms of communications via attention to and 

management of public soundscapes, then there is a potential to have an ability to improve 

saliency in social interaction and overall wellbeing in society. 

 

Finally, through understanding the meaningful events in a soundscape, a more robust 

semiotic component can be added to work that is already currently being undertaken in 

soundscape analysis today (Berglund and Nilsson, 2006; Aucouturier, Defreville, and Pachet, 

2007; Adams, Davies, and Bruce, 2009; Davies, Cain, Adams, Bruce, Carlyle, Cusack, Hume, 

Jennings, and Plack , 2009; Pilcher, Newman, and Manning, 2009; Szeremeta and Zannin, 

2009; Mcgregor, Leplâtre, Turner, and Flint, 2010; Kim and Shelby, 2011).  A “soundscape 

cognitive analysis toolkit” could be assembled to address social, cognitive, and physical 

dilemmas from the perspective of auditory modulation and sonic semiotics.  As well, pairing 

such a toolkit with more physics-based acoustical analysis tools (i.e. Raven, from the Cornell 

Bioacoustics Research Program, the Room Evaluation Wizard, Ishmael, from Oregon State 

University, and EASERA) a very comprehensive design process could be utilized to provide 

detailed information on the creation of psychoacoustically balanced public spaces, both in 

exterior and interior locales.  At this level of diagnostics one is capable of building an 
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awareness of the common meaning-making elements of daily environments to which are 

barely give notice, but would also be able to more closely examine the soundscapes of 

environments and spaces that are more inexplicably remarkable.  It is a feasible two-way 

experiential analysis in this sense.  On the one hand, one can better understand the meaning 

in familiar sonic events, and on the other one can uncover and identify meaning in sonic 

events that are novel and previously unexplored.  Perhaps with this knowledge and 

capability at hand one would have the opportunity to look into the unique soundscapes 

around the world that encompass outstanding populations such as in the Japanese 

‘satoyama’, special living conditions such as modern day nomadic tribal communities, and 

seemingly enigmatic environments like those of the Druk White Lotus School in Ladakh, 

Tibet or the ruins of Macchu Picchu in the Cusco region of Peru.  The pragmatic breadth of 

this type of analysis is presently quite vast, though further research is required in order to 

fully comprehend the depths of meaning-making devices and the affective cognitive 

processing within soundscapes. 

 

5.4    Conclusion 

 

While acoustic ecologies have been investigated primarily for their physical and 

compositional properties, the approach that this work maintains toward soundscapes is one 

of meaning generation and identifying and addressing the possible semiotic elements that are 
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yet to be understood.  The results of the multi-modal analysis of three public soundscapes in 

this work indicate that the auditory environment or soundscape within which one exists 

plays at least a noticeably significant role in meaning-making and emotional evocation.  As 

the audio-only responses are quite similar to the full-sensory responses, the effect the 

participants perceived from the sonics of an environment would seem to not differ from those 

of the full environmental stimuli.  This similarity would suggest that valuable semiotic 

information can be present in the soundscape itself.  The next step in the process of 

understanding just how soundscapes contribute to meaning-making activities and cognitive 

processes is to study a wider array of locales with a larger number of participants in order to 

have a more comprehensive data set for more significant quantitative and qualitative 

analysis.  With a more resolute dataset and statistical results, efforts can be justified in the 

development of effective analytical tools used to address the problems and potentials of 

meaning and emotional content in public soundscapes.  These tools then will help to build 

new meaningful relationships with sound environments, having the potential to improve 

interpersonal communication and social interactions across all environments and social 

situations. 
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8 APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Tables 

 

Table 1: Demographic data from experimental soundscape study. Column headings for locations and 

recording stimulus designations are as follows: FP (Freedom Park), FP-R (Freedom Park Recording), 

SU (Student Union), SU-R (Student Union Recording), BW (Boardwalk), and BW-R (Boardwalk 

Recording). 
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Table 2: Two-tailed t-test results for comparing the means of each location pair of stimuli. 
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Table 3: Full table of two-tailed t-test analysis and statistics of research data, divided into three 
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sections, one for each pair of real-world/recording data sets.  The column headers refer to each of the 20 

semantic differential questions that were posed to participants. The red highlighted cells in the p-value 

rows indicate question means that were significantly different while the green cells indicate a lack of 

significance (moving toward similarity) which is the focus of the research. The green texts in the Modes 

rows highlight the questions where the modes were the same for real-world and recording responses.  

The green-texted cells from the Mean difference (delta) row indicate a difference in means of ≤ 1. 
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Table 4: Response means of semantic differential questions from all 3 locations. 
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Table 5: Response means of semantic differential questions from Freedom Park location. 
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Table 6: Response means of semantic differential questions from the Student Union location. 
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Table 7: Response means of semantic differential questions from the Boardwalk location. 
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Table 8: The responses from the Mood Map question.  Note that many responses hovered around 

completely neutral in the center of map. 
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Appendix B: Research Survey/Questionnaire 

 

 

Screen 1 

 

Screen 2 
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Screen 3 

 

Screen 4 
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Screen 5 

 

Screen 6: An example of the semantic differential question screens. 
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Screen 7: A semantic differential screen question (second perspective). 

 

Screen 8 
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Screen 9: The coordinated Mood Map question. 

 

Screen 10: Survey completion screen 
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Appendix C: Glossary 

Direct sound: the sound waves from a source that reach the ear without being reflected.  

While they are a constant occurrence in our hearing they are virtually impossible to isolate 

entirely. 

Meaning-making devices/processes: the core components of our epistemological activities, 

responsible for imbuing purpose and relational significance to any object, event, or entity. 


